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According to V. Pless et al. (1997, J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 78, 3250) all Z4
codes of type II and length 16 are known. In this note we relate the five optimal
codes to the octacode. We also construct an optimal quaternary iso-dual [14, 7, 8]
code which was not known previously.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [6] Pless et al. classified all the Z4 codes of Type II and length 16.
A Z4 code is of Type II if it is self-dual and if the Euclidean weight, i.e., the
sum of the squared Lee weights of the components of every codeword is
divisible by eight. It was shown in [5] that a further condition, namely
that the binary reduction of the code contains the all-one vector, is in fact
redundant. Pless et al. showed that there are 133 inequivalent such codes.
For each code a generator matrix was obtained and the order of the
automorphism group and the minimum Lee weight were computed. There
are five codes with optimal minimum Lee weight 8. In this note we analyze
their structure and show that all five codes are closely related to the
octacode. In particular, we obtain short forms for their generator matrices
in which all rows are of the form [x | y] where x and y are, up to a cyclic
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shift, Z4 -multiples of 11111111, 12311000, or 11321000. The last two words
(without the trailing zero) are generators for the two free cyclic Z4 codes
of length 7 and rank 3. Together with the all-one word these codes generate
two different but equivalent versions of the octacode, which is of length 8
and rank 4.
2. AN ISO-DUAL [14, 7, 8] CODE AND
THE [7, 3] KERDOCK CODE
Our analysis started with an attempt to construct good Z4 -linear [14, 7]
codes and was motivated by the paper [8], in which Walker and Voloch
illustrate their algebraic geometric construction with a Z4 -linear [14, 7]
code of minimum Lee weight 6. Among the codes that have a double circulant
structure and that have some additional geometric properties of their binary
reduction (i.e., its image under the natural mod-2-epimorphism) we did an
exhaustive (computer) search that produced a code of minimum Lee
weight 8, generated by the matrix
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 1 3 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 1 3 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 3 1 3
[I7 | A] :=_0 0 0 1 0 0 0 } 3 1 1 2 3 3 1& .0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 2 3 30 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 3 1 1 2 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 1 3 1 1 2
Its dual code is generated by [A | I7] and hence the code is iso-dual
(equivalent to its dual code). It is known that a self-dual code of length 14
has Lee distance at most 6 (cf. [4]). An evaluation of the Lee sphere packing
bound shows that there cannot exist a Z4-linear [14, 7, 9] code. On the other
hand, the existence of a Z4 -linear code of length 14 and distance 8 with more
codewords is ruled out by the linear programming bound applied to the
binary image under the Gray map. Hence the code at hand is optimal.
Next we undertook an eigenspace analysis of the matrix A. In accordance
with the fact that Z4[x] does not allow unique factorization, we mention
that we did not employ any general theory in finding eigenvalues and
spaces. Indeed the characteristic polynomial of A is given by x7+2x6+x5+
2x4&x3+2x2&x+2 which factors as (x&1)3 (x+1)3 (x&2) but also as
(x&1)5 (x+1)(x&2) over Z4[x].
Nevertheless we were led to free cyclic codes of length 7 over Z4 . Such
codes are well-known and generated by the factors of x7&1 modulo 4. The
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(shortened) Kerdock code K is generated by the factor x4+2x3+3x2+
x+1. Its reversed code K is generated by the polynomial x4+x3+3x2+
2x+1. We fix generator matrices G and G , for K and K , respectively, by
setting
1 2 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 1
G :=_0 1 2 3 1 1 0& , G :=_0 1 1 3 2 1 0& .0 0 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 0 0
Now the codes K and K turn out to be eigenspaces of A belonging to
the eigenvalues 1 and 3, respectively, and the all-1 vector spans an eigen-
space belonging to the eigenvalue 2 of A. Having identified these eigenspaces,
we obtain an alternative form for the generator matrix [I7 | A] as
1 2
_G } G & .G &G
3. THE FREE CODES 8d16g AND 82e8j
In order to relate the [14, 7, 8] code to known codes of length 16, we
lengthen it as follows. We first add a parity check symbol after columns
seven and fourteen and then add the all-1 vector. This results in the matrix
1 1 1 1
_ 1 1 } 2 2 & .G 0 G 0G 0 &G 0
It is easily verified that it generates a self-dual code. It is further known
that a Z4 self-dual code generated by vectors whose Euclidean weights are
divisible by 8 only contains vectors of Euclidean weight divisible by 8 (cf.
[1]). Hence the code at hand is of type II. It has Lee distance 8 and there-
fore occurs among the five optimal codes classified by Pless et al. [6]. The
binary reduction shows that (up to equivalence) it coincides with the code
8d16g.
The question then arises whether the remaining four optimal codes have
an accordingly simple structure. Indeed, we found that also the matrix
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1 1 1 1
_ 1 1 } 2 2 &G 0 2G 02G 0 &G 0
generates a free self-dual Type II code of Lee distance 8. This code has a
different binary reduction and therefore it must be equivalent to the code
82e8j in [6]. The following generator matrices are obtained from the
previous ones with minor modifications:
8d16g 82e8j
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
G 0 } G 0 G 0 } 2G 0_ & _ & .0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
&G 0 G 0 2G 0 G 0
4. THE NON-FREE CODES 72D8G, 64D4C, AND 5F5
Similar to the two free codes discussed above, the code denoted by 5f5 in
[6] has an automorphism of order seven. This property partly explains the
appearance of the Kerdock code in the previous generator matrices. It turns out
that also the code 5f5 can be described in terms of the Kerdock code by the
generator matrix
1 1 0 0
G 0 G 0_ 0 0 } 1 1 & .2G 0 2G 0
2G 0 0 0
This matrix obviously generates a self-dual code of type II and a computa-
tion shows that its Lee distance is 8. The remaining non-free optimal codes
72d8g and 64d4c in [6] are of type 47 22 and 4624, respectively. These
codes do not have an automorphism of order seven. However, we may
describe them in a uniform way by introducing a modification as follows.
Let a, b, c and a^, b , c^ denote the rows of G and G , respectively, i.e.,
a a^
G=_b& and G =_b & .c c^
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Then successively exchanging blocks of the form







0& by _2x^ 0 } 2x^ 0&2x 0 0 0
in the above matrix for 82e8j decreases the free rank of the generated
code by one but does not change the number of codewords. It produces the
series of matrices
82e8j 72d8g
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 |  |a 0 2a^ 0 a 0 2a^ 02a^ 0 a 0 2a^ 0 a 0b 0 2b 0 b 0 2b 0
2b 0 b 0 2b 0 b 0\  \ c 0 2c^ 0 c 0 c 02c^ 0 c 0 2c^ 0 2c^ 0
2c 0 0 0
64d4c 5f5
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
 |  |a 0 2a^ 0 a 0 a 02a^ 0 a 0 2a^ 0 2a^ 0b 0 b 0 2a 0 0 02b 0 2b 0 b 0 b 0\  \ 
.
2b 0 0 0 2b 0 2b 0
c 0 c 0 2b 0 0 0
2c^ 0 2c^ 0 c 0 c 0
2c 0 0 0 2c^ 0 2c^ 0
2c 0 0 0
Finally, we remark that the code 5f5 also has a description as extended
cyclic code with generating polynomial
x11+3x8+3x7+2x6+3x5+2x4+x3+3x2+x+1.
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It is the Z4 reduction of the Z8 -linear code C(24, 6) defined in [3]. From
the latter definition it follows directly that the code has a doubly transitive
automorphism group.
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